Challenge Augment Our Reality
Virtual Reality (VR) is a technology that makes
you feel like you are at a different place or even
a different world. Augmented Reality (AR) is a
technology that allows you to add images,
animations or videos to our real world. An
example of this is the filters we see in social
media. In Manufacturing, these technologies are
used for training, to quickly identify problems in
the production line or to try different
alternatives without having to change anything
in the real world.
Play this video for the class https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vz0UUVDt2ps and discuss potential uses for VR and AR.

Activity:
1. Cut and make the Merge Paper Cube that you will find on the last
page.
2. Ask your teacher or guarding to download the Merge Explorer app
from the Apple Store or Google Play.
3. Click on the Anatomy – Mr Body card.
4. Scroll down to activity 1 and click play on the image.
5. On the top of the screen click on the drop-down menu and select
the cube option
6. Scan your Merge cube with your phone
7. Can you see Mr Body? Start exploring his body!
8. Now, you can answer the following questions:

What part of the stomach carries food, liquids and saliva from your
mouth to your stomach?

Challenge Augment Our Reality
Where can you find the aorta and what does it do?

What happens if food accidentally goes into your trachea?
HINT: You can find out by exploring the lungs!

What jobs does the liver have?

How many kidneys do we have?

Write down the globes you can see in the brain. Which one do you
find more interesting and why?
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Cut out along dashed lines
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Fold into cube shape
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Glue and/or tape cube together
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Get apps at MergeCube.com

CHRIST IS KING

Visit MergeEDU.com/shop to
purchase a real MERGE Cube.

Buy now
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Download Merge EDU apps
www.MERGECUBE.com
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